Run for the Roses
July 6th-7th
Lexington, Kentucky
IGBRR spent nearly two days at the Run for the Roses in Lexington, Kentucky taking in several of Indiana’s top programs,
teams and prospects. A few of Indiana’s top programs in attendance included Always 100, George Hill, Hoosier Premier,
Indy Lady Gym Rats, Indiana Flight South, Indiana Swish, and Sky Diggs Elite. Below is a list of Indiana pool winners.

George Hill Lady Rising Stars – Pool winners & Champion 16/17U Gold Platinum
SDE Parrish- Pool winner & Semi-finals of 14U Showtime Gold
Always 100 Wright – Pool winner & Semifinals of 15U Primetime Platinum
ILGR Gold – Pool winners
Always 100 Juluis – Pool winners & Finals of 15U Showtime Platinum
Indiana Swish Kessler – Pool winners
ILGR Silver – Pool winners
Always 100- Pool winners & Semi-final 16/17U Gold Platinum
Always 100 Parker- Pool winners
Indiana Flight South 17U – Pool winners & Quarter Final of 16/17U Silver Platinum
Team Pride Block – Pool Winners & Semi Finals 16/17U Silver Platinum
The following Indiana prospects had a solid event in games we were able to observe while at the tournament.
Always 100 Wright
2019 5’9
G
Sydney Freeman
Central Noble
Becoming one of the premier true point guards in the 2019 class. Solid shot behind the arch, good feel for the game on
both ends, IQ, poise and excels at facilitating and competing. She has added strength and confidence over the last year.
Always 100 Roller
2017 5’10 W
Dayton Groninger
Warsaw
Versatile wing that is able to use length, IQ, and solid skill set to affect game on both ends of the court. Good feel for the
game, fluid, has the handles to operate at the guard spot but most natural on the wing attacking the basket with a
capable jump shot. Rebounds well and can push the ball in transition. D2/NAIA prospect
2018 6’1
G
Leigha Brown
Dekalb
Strong long frame with guard skill set. Versatile weapon on the offensive end with deep 3 ball range, ability to attack rim

with her strength and size and a deadly mid-range pull up jumper. Brown has been a major stock riser in 18’ class over
the last year. D1 prospect with offers.
George Hill Lady Rising Stars
2019 5’10 CG
Rikki Harris
North Central
One of the more dynamic scorers in the state regardless of class. Has incredible feel for game, completely fluid, able to
score ball in nearly every way. Has handles, high skill set, size, and athleticism to line up at multiple spots and can defend
multiple spots. She also rebounds very well from the guard position. High D1 Prospect with multiple offers.
ILGR Purple
2018 6’0
F
Tia Chambers
Penn
Tia has strong forward frame, operates with agility, touch, and physicality around the basket. She is comfortable with
ball at 15’, attacks ball off the rim on both ends and is a plus defender. Needs additional work on decision making,
processing with the ball away from the hoop.
ILGR Red
2019 5’8
G
Madison Jones
Western Boone
High motor kid that competes baseline to baseline. She is quick off the bounce, handles well, is fearless going to the rim,
solid from behind the arch and is an improving facilitator. We like her enthusiasm, communication and floor leadership.
She has been a stock riser this club season.
ILGR Gold
2019 5’7
G
Ella Thompson
Center Grove
Exceptional handles, quick with the ball, able to get to the rim and very capable shooter from the arch. She is improving
her consistency with decision making from possession to possession. Also displays a high motor, is a plus defender, and
has played at and against high level for some time.
2019 6’1
W
Tayah Irvin
Hamilton Southeastern
Long wiry wing that is still growing and has plenty of upside as a youngster. She has a Improving skill set on the offensive
end, uses her length and athleticism to be proficient around the rim while also comfortable with the ball on the
perimeter. She will need to add strength and bulk to her frame to become more physical in all aspects of game.
ILGR Silver
2019 5’7
G
Shaila Beeler
Warren Central
Top true PG in the 2019 class. Exceptional handles, explosive off the dribble, able to create space and scoring
opportunity for herself and teammates with superior athleticism and skill set. Beeler stepped up during the viewing
period to ILGR Silver EYBL team and was ready to perform at the highest level. Stock riser in viewing period. High D1
prospect with multiple offers
Indiana Swish Owen
2018 5’3
PG
Anna Newman
Evansville North
High motor small PG that seems to figure in on about every play on both ends of the court. Anna is pretty proficient
scorer for size, scoring in multiple ways while also doing a good job of setting table for teammates. She possess good
handles, court vision, is poised under pressure and shows nice leadership qualities. D1 prospect with offers.
Hoosier Premier Red
2018 5’10 G
Brooke McKinley
Northridge
McKinley was filling it from the 3 point line over the course of the event. She has nice size frame at the guard spot, very

capable of handling the ball , making solid decisions and facilitating but is more natural at the SG. She is a good finisher
going to rim, using her length, and as stated a knockdown shooter.
2017 5’8
G
Tori Styers
Culver
High motor kid that affects game on both ends with her energy and compassion to compete. Tori gets after it
defensively with tough on the ball defense, getting deflections, 50/50 balls, and saving possessions. She continues to add
to her skill set on offensive end, is fluid, and good athlete. NAIA prospect
Hoosier Premier Black
2017 5’7
SG
Meredith Brouyette
Tippecanoe Valley
Smooth shooting lefty, knocking down 3s is where she excels. However, there is more to her game including high energy,
battling on both ends of the floor and getting her teammates involved. Also, appears to display good leadership
qualities as well. NAIA prospect
Indiana Flight South 17
2017 5’10 F
Taylor Drury
Eastern Pekin
Strong frame along with her athleticism lets Taylor excel and put up big numbers as an undersize 4. Smooth, with good
feel and touch around the basket. She runs the floor like a guard, has significant hops and is very comfortable and
capable with the ball on the wing. She is a under recruited prospect that has skill set and aptitude to play at the 3 at the
next level. D2/NAIA prospect.
2017 6’0
F
Chyna Anthony
New Albany
Tremendous athletic ability with hops out of the gym. She has steadily been improving her offensive skills and
proficiency but her biggest impact is on the boards and her ability to be a defensive stopper in the middle with shot
blocking and leaping ability. D1 prospects with multiple offers.

Indiana Flight South 15
2019 5’10 F
Jacqlyn Rice
Paoli
Strong build with solid skill set. When observed she was playing in the post and using her agility, ability to play through
contact and a good feel for the game to create and finish chances around the basket. However, she demonstrated ball
handling ability in traffic, a fundamental approach, a capable jump shot and good athleticism that would translate to the
wing as well.
Sky Diggs Elite Parrish
2020 6’1
G
Sydney Parrish
Hamilton Southeastern
Recognized as perhaps the top incoming frosh in the state and one of the elite 2020 talents nationally. She was one of
only three invitee to USA basketball tryout that had not yet competed in high school. 6’1 CG guard that has the size, skill

set, and athleticism to play and defend nearly every spot on the court. Her ability to handle and shoot, along with her
size and bball IQ attributes to a lethal offensive skill set. High D1 prospect with offers
2020 5’10 W
Jazmine McWilliams Carmel
Great athleticism with emerging skill set. She is agile, fluid, runs the floor well, explosive to ball off the rim with hops.
Jazmine excels in the transition game and using her long frame with athleticism around the basket on both ends.
Team Pride Block
2017 5’4
PG
Keyla Hines
Franklin Central
Strong and physical with a stocky 5’4 frame. Keyla uses her quickness, ability to play through contact, and handles to get
into the lane and create for herself and teammates. She is playing more consistent in regards to valuing the ball and
limiting turnovers. She plays low to the floor on both ends, plays solid on the ball defense and rebounds well from the
guard spot. NAIA/D3 prospect

